Muddy Cards Results

- Evaluation performed February 2, 2017.
- Total number of responses: 116
- The number of answers is shown within parenthesis.
- We only show the most common answers.

Lectures
+ Good, pedagogical lectures, teacher, and/or slides (93)
+ Preslides (9)
+ Bugs in the lectures (5)
+ Good with explanations on the white board, can be more (3)
- Lectures are sometimes too fast, or can be clearer (6)
- The lectures are given before the labs (2)
- Should post complete slides and not preslides (3)
- The bugs are sometimes confusing (2)
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**Labs**
+ Good and relevant labs (17)
+ Moved the labs one week later or shorter labs (3)
+ Good lab assistants (1)
  - The labs are pretty comprehensive and hard (6)
  - Hard to understand lab texts, lab texts need to be improved (4)
  - Too short labs (4)
  - Some TAs are better than other (2)

**Project**
+ Fun with project (6)
- Need more info (4)

**Exercises and Seminars**
+ Good or relevant exercises or seminars (11)
+ Good assistants/teachers (1)
  - Too few seminars or exercises (7)
  - Exercises are sometimes too fast, complicated, or unstructured (6)
  - Create exercises for the programming part, simple and optional (5)